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THE INTEGRATED APPROACH TO
HOLOGRAPHY

GIVING\OU GREATER

V/ITH REDUCED LABOUR
AND \AASTAGE.

IL
The bllowing speciolity products ore now ovoiloble

Blue/green sensitive plales ' SP695I
- With high speed ond low noise
- Sizes up to 50 x 60cm
- ldeol br tronsmission mosters for tronsfer to

photoresist

Blue/green sensitive lilm on
trieicetote bose' SP67T
- With high speed ond low noise
- For white light tronsmission hologroms up to

I x l0m.

Red sensitive copy film on triacetate
bose'SP673I
- Low noise emulsion with BIPS* foctor
- For lorge formot copies with lGypton loser
- For moss production copies by He-Ne sconning

Red sensitive copy film on thin
PE base . SP673I
- Low noise emulsion with BIPS* foctor
- For moss production with Pulse Ruby loser

*BIPS : Built-ln Pre-Swell

For further inbrmotion pleose contrcct:

All counlries
excepl UKernd USA
Glenn Wood
ILFORD LIMITED
Town Lone
Mobberley
Knr*ford
Cheshire WAl6 7HA
Englond
Phone:0565 50000

UK
Rob lGrshow
ILFORD PHOTO Compony
l4-22Tottenhom Street
London WlP OAH
Englond
Phone:01-636 7890

UgA
Ek Sochtler
ILFORD PHOTO Corporotion
West 70 Century Rood
Poromus
NewJersey 07653
USA
Phone: 201 265 6000



I 7.r. you may well complain that this is-

{ sue is late. There are, as You might
I expect. reasons for this, but I'm sure

you're more interested in the following: I'm
sorry, I ' l l  try not to let it happen again
(again).

Lake Forest
I had a great time at the Lake Forest Sympos-
ium. I haven't tried to write a proper confer-
ence report because I think it would only be
of benefit to those who attended the confer-
ence. We have covered some of the papers
oresented at the conference in the news and
ieatures sections. If you feel this is inade-
quate, please write and tell me.

To those who I met for the first time at
Lake Forest, let me say hello again. I found
meeting all of you incredibly inspiring, and
your response to the magazine made it all

EDITORAL.AND.LETTERS

seem worthwhile (sort of. Please keep in
touch.

Stereo Photography
You will. no doubt. notice the number of ster-
eo pictures in this issue. I hope you like them
and find our explanation of how to see them
useful. I understand that 80% of people
should be able to see them after practicing. I
would be interested to hear your comments
on the way we've used stereo photographs in

could not record good blue holograms and
therefore could not record good colour holo-
grams - this is probably why Kubota used
dichromated gelatin.

The quality of available colour reproduction
should not depend on the object - you cannot
produce natural colour using "just red and
green" unless the object is only red, white and
green (and even then the colour will not nec-
essarily be natural because many reds and
greens reflect blue components too.)

I just hope that the "informed Holographer"
does not trivialize the work done to produce
the hologram on the cover of this magazine
and relate it to the statements made in the last
issue. It took about two years of research to
get this result: working with different types of
silver halides, photopolymers, and dichromat-
ed gelatins, making test after test (hundreds),
exploring colour theory and psychophysics,
and getting suggestions and advice from many
minds. Lin et al laid out the basic ideas in
1966 and since then the only substantial true
colour hologram, at least that I have seen, was
made by Kubota. There is good reason why
the commercial holographer has not provided
the services - because it hadn't been done -

at least not very well.

Paul Hubel
University of Oxford
Department of Engineering Science

PS Careful, Lego fluorescence!

this issue, and how difficult it was to get the
3-D effect.

I was skeptical as to whether or not print-
ing in stereo was a good idea or not until I
managed to see my first stereographs. It
makes such a difference when looking at a
picture of a hologram. Anyway, as usual, I
am open to your suggestions on this issue.

HI Directory and Buyer's Guide
You may feel you have had enough of direc-
tories if you paid for an advertisement in the
Museum of Holography's publication. I don't
blame you. You may be interested to know,
however, that Holographics International has
never insisted on payment in advance for ad-
vertising. Our policy is to invoice with a proof
copy.

You can, of course, pay in advance if you
wish, but I'm sure those ofyou who are once-
bitten will find our arrangement more satls-
factory.

Please send in a copy of the form for your
free listing in the guide ifapplicable, whether
you are a subscriber or not. as soon as possi-
ble. I'm sure you won't be disappointed when
the our Directory and Buyer's Guide comes
out in the new year.

Subscription/Free Copy Enquiries
The best way to reach Holographics Interna-
tional if you have an enquiry about your sub-
scription is by mail. The phone number at the
front of every issue of HI is an editorial/
advertising number only. Subscriptions are
processed and dispatched at a different loca-
tion and the facilities to investigate such en-
quiries are there.

Things can take some time to be processed,
it's true, and I know that can be frustrating.
But rest assured, we are doing our best to get
copies out to you as quickly as we can and
we will continue to do so.

Send us Information!
Some of you may wonder why there are three
stories about one company in the news sec-
tion, and none about the work you've been
doing. Try to remember the last time you sent
us a letter telling us about the fascinating
project you're involved with. Mind a com-
plete blank...? So maybe next time you'll drop
us a line and a picture, orjust give us a call.
That's all.

Sunny Bains

Tlue Colour: Needed
Technolory, not Finance

Dear Holographics International,
First of all I would like to praise to the

highest degree all of the efforts made to pro-
duce this beautiful magazine. You are doing a
fantastic job and I hope the excellent standard
ofthe first three issues is kept. Thank you and
good luck!

In the last issue (Spring 1988, Number 3)
there were many misleading and even wrong
statements in the commercial column "Colour
Holography: Naturally the Best". Investment
alone has not held back true colour hologra-
phy; technology has too - probably even more
so! The main reason that true colour hologra-
phy has not advanced as fast as people expect-
ed is that all the attempts, at least to my knowl-
edge, have been small, dim, and not really true
colour (the only exception being Kubota's
"Dojo".) Investments will not be made until
good results are presented. Kodak will not
want a hologram of a green box of film!

As far as I know, there has never been a
hologram that accurately reproduces all the
colours, especially yellow, violet, purple and
blue (except, perhaps, holograms made by
pseudocolour techniques or by superimposing
rainbows.) This comes form the fact that, as
your article said, everyone just uses "red,
green and blue" to record the image. As de-
scribed in the article about my work in this
issue, the choices of the blue wavelength, the
green wavelength, and the recording material
are crucial. Before Ilford blue-green emul-
sions came out two years ago, silver halide

Summer 1988 Holographics International 5



NEWS

"Pencils" nntural colour hologram by Paul Hubel. This hologram can be seen at the
"lmages in timc and space" exhibition in San Jose, Caffirnia and at the Museum of
Hologrophy in New York (see calendar for details). Photo by JJ Scarpeui, Rowland
Institute of Science. See page 14 for stereo viewing instructions.

Tlue Colour: OfordBlue
Work done at Oxford University's-
Department of Engineering Sci-
ence has produced the truest (most
lifelike) colour hologram to date.
The hologram, shown, of a mug
full of colour pencils betters the
holograms which preceded it be-
cause of the laser beam wave-
lengths used to expose it. The
wavelengths chosen by the Oxford
researchers combine to create a
larger number of colours than ever
before, making the finished holo-
gram more realistic than had pre-
viously been possible.

Scientists have been trying to
make true colour holograms since
the mid sixties. Their attempts
have met with varying degrees of
success. but even the best could
not reproduce bright yellows or
purples properly. According to
Paul Hubel who conducted the Ox-
ford research under the supervi-
sion of Prof Solymar and Andrew
Ward, it is easy to see why earlier
efforts failed. They see the answer
in the CIE chromaticity diagram
(shown).

To see what colours any three
laser wavelengths can produce you
simply find the points on the scale
on the outside ofthe diagram which

represent the three wavelengths
used, and join them to make a tri-
angle. The colours inside the tri-
angle can be made by the beams
and the others cannot.

Other researchers had been us-
ing wavelengths of5l4nm for green
with 647nm for red. By drawing a
line between these points, it is clear
that almost all of the vellows will

be excluded from the final holo-
gram. For blue they used 488nm
or 476nm which respectively either
eliminated or severely restricted the
range of purples and blues avail-
able. The new colours, 647nm,
528nm and 458nm for red, green
and blue respectively give a far
better colour range in that no set
of colours is completely excluded.

1976 CIE chromaticity diagram with recording wavelengths used for
true-colour hobgrams. The white tiangle includes the range of col-
ours obtained by this method.

One possible reason why re-
searchers had not used these wave-
lengths previously is that before
1976 the colour chart was thought
to be a different shape. Triangles
drawn with the old wavelenghs did
not seem to exclude as many col-
ours.

The main problem, however, was
the lack of photo materials sensi-
tive to the very deep blue 458nm
beam. The Ilford blue-green mate-
rial used in the Oxford research
only emerged two years ago, and
it was the introduction of this ma-
terial, with its sensitivity to deep
blue, which was crucial to the suc-
cess of the project.

Funding for the research was
provided by the UK Science and
Engineering Council and the Row-
land Foundation.

New Dimension Folds
The Danish company New Dimen-
sion Laser Systems has now been
wound up. Lawyers are dealing
with the remnants of the Copen-
hagen based company which had
worked in commercial holography
and embossing. Shortly before the
company's dernise, Managing Di-
rector Teit Rizau had been re-
moved in favour ofJacob Lunoe.

Holovision in
Receivership

The British company Holovision,
a holographic agency, has been in
receivership since late spring. Ac-
cording the company's accounts,
Holovision lost between f50,000
and f80,000 in the financial year
1986/87. All assets and monies
have been taken over by National
Westminster Bank PLC, holder of
their mortgage. As yet, it is not
known what effect this will have
on company directors Paul Nathan
and Oran Mudoroglu who are now
based in the US and who are trad-
ing there under the name Holovi-
sion.

Leonardo Late
The special holography issue of
Leonardo, due to come out this au-
tumn, has now been put back for a
year and so is planned for autumn
1989. The special issue, guest ed-
ited by Louis Brill, is to be entirely
devoted to holography and its use
as an art medium.
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Britain Banls
on En$ish Bard

In two year's time, most of the
population of Britain will be car-
rying a colour hologram of Wil-
liam Shakespeare on their person.
The hologram will be on their new
cheque guarantee cards, to be is-
sued from the beginning of next
month. The hologram, which was
commissioned by the Association
for Payment Clearing Services
(APACS) was made both in Britain
and the United States and consti-
tutes the public's largest ever ex-
posure to colour holograPhY.

The first step in the Production
of the Shakespeare hologram was
to make a master. This was done
by Advanced Dimensional Dis-
plays (ADD) in California. An ac-
tor was dressed up as Shakespeare
and a movie was taken of him with
the camera moving from one side
to the other to show different
views. Each frame of the movie
was then colour separated into red
and green so that for each movie
picnrre there were now two differ-
ent black and white pictures.

To make the master hologram
they used one 8xl0 inch plate

which was split into two sections.
A very thin hologram was then
made of each of the colours for all
of the 120 frames, so that the red
holograms were lined up on top
with the green on the bonom.

This master was then sent to Ap-
plied Holographics in England
where a new hologram had to be
made to combine the two images
for mass production. To do this,
the twoin-one hologram was illu-
minated with a mask over it. The
mask covered up all but two slits,
one for each colour and each a few
millimeters wide. which run at
right angles to the thin holograms
on the plate. When this was illu-
minated, both of the images, red
and green, appeared in the same
place, though the light came in
from different angles.

These two superimposed images
were the object of a new hologram
made on photoresist using one ref-
erence beam. The difference in the
angles of the two object beams,
produced by the slits being at dif-
ferent heights, caused the images
to come out in different colours in

NEWS

"slnkespeare" embossed malticolour stereogramfor the new British
cheque cards. Photo by David Piupnelli.

the final hologram.
The reason that masks had to be

put over the master hologram was
to do with the mass production
process. Embossed holograms are
almost exclusively made as rain-
bow holograms for reasons of
brightness. This rainbow effect is
created by using a slit mask.

The final hologram, then, con-
sists of 120 sets of 2-D coloured
images, but we see 3-D because of
stereopsis (see article on stereo).
This is then embossed in the usual
way.

Because the hologram is a rain-
bow hologram, the flesh tones only
look fleshy at certain positions.

Other problems include the fact
that, with only red and green com-
ponents in the hologram, the col-
ours are quite limited and so do not
look totally natural. Fuzziness in
the final image is thought to be
caused by the red and green im-
ages having been distorted differ-
ently during the colour coding
process.

APACS chose to make their hol-
ogram of Shakespeare because of
his apolitical nature and hcause of
his instant recognizability. Over the
next two years,25 million critics
will be able to review the perform-
ance of the smiling actor who
played him.

Swell
Colou

MIT Media Lab researchers are
using a new in-situ swelling tech-
nique to prduce colour holograph-
ic stereograms from computer
graphics. This technique may at
last bring colour to holographic
computer aided design and other
kinds of computer based holo-
gaphic funagng. The MIT team
can also pre-distort computer
graphics thus eliminating the dis-
tortions which the holographic
prooess inevitably introduces.

To make these colour stereo-
grams, they first process the
graphics they are provided with to
get a set of "views" of the graphic
*object". To add colout the origi-
nal graphics have to be separated

into three primary colours, red,
green and blue. These three sets of
2-D pictures are made into trans-
mission stereograms by making
holograms of each 2-D image just
a few millimeters wide lined uP in
order on three plates.

The last step is to make a final
hologram of all three stereograms,
with each image coming out in the
right colour. This is done by pre-
swelling the holographic emulsion
to change the wavelength of light
reflected to the viewer.

This process traditionally in-
volves removing the hologram
from the set-up after exposing each
colour in order to treat it chemical-
ly. If not carefully replaced, the
colours could be badly misregis-
tered. The MIT researchers. how-
ever, have developed a way to do
this without having to move the
plate, thus improving colour reg-
istration.

The hologram shown, was made
from General Motors data by Ste-
phen Benton, Julie Walker, Wendy
Plesniak and Mike Klug.

The MIT Media Lab computer gencrated colour hologram.
Photo by Daid Pizzanelli.
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Dutch Call for Papers
The organizers of "EuroPe Hol-
ography", an international confer-
ence to be held in The Netherlands
next summer, have issued a call for
papers. The conference, to be held
at Zernike Sciencepark in the first
week of July next year, hoPes to
attract speakers on all asPects of
holography. For further informa-
tion contact Europe HolograPhY,
PO Box l7l-9300 AD Roden, The
Netherlands. Tel (+31) (50)74 57
.15.

Dinosaurs in Canada
Light Impressions Europe have
completed an order for 10 million
dinosaur holograms for use as pre-
miums on cereal packaging for
General Foods, Canada. The hol-
ographic dinosaur stickers were
applied automaticallY using the
Collamat high speed labelling sys-
tem at the printing plant in Cana-
da. This method efficiently up-
dates and replaces manual applica-
tion which would have made an
order of this size impossible, and
represents a major breakthrough in
holographic technology.

IERE Conference
The organizers of the Second In-
ternational Conference on Holo-
graphic Systems, Components and
Applications have issued a call for
papers. The conference, to be held
ar the University of Bath in Brit-
ain, will take place in the second
week of September of next year.
Organised by the Institution of
Electronic and Radio Engineers,
the conference will deal with re-
search being done in all areas of
applied holography. For further in-
formation, write to the Conference
Secretariat, IERE, Savoy Hill
House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R
oJD. Tel (+44) (1) 240-187t.

Leonardo announces an electronic
bulletin board for those interested
in holography. The service, only
available on MCI and TYMNET
phone lines in the USA, will give
monthly reports on events, confer-
ences, grants, jobs, and books etc.
The service also covers other areas

NEWS

Hotstamper checking pint stamped with new Whiley foils.

New Foils
Embossed hologram producers,
Light Impressions Europe, have
produced a new range of holo-
graphic hot stamping foils in co-
operation with foil manufacturers
George M Whiley. The new range
of foils includes a variety of adhe-
sive releases which can be formu-
lated to individual specification.
Fully automated hologram appli-
cation techniques are now in oPer-
ation. Vibration Isolation

from Photon ControlBulletin Board
for FAST Information

of "Fine Art Science and Technol-
ogy" (FAST) such as computer
music and robotics. Information is
available by writing to Leonardo,
Journal Subscription, Box 75,
1442A Walnut, Berkeley, CA
94708, USA or by asking the MCI
oDerator for FAST.

Timely Venture
Light Impressions Europe have en-
tered the holographic watch mar-
ket with a series of nine hologram
designs specifically for watch
faces. These circular holograms in
2Dl3D measure 30mm in diame-
ter, but can be produced to individ-
ual specifications. Designs include
numbers, spatial themes and a

New products including enhanced
damping concepts are featured in a
new optical tables and isolation
systems catalogue from Photon
Control. Products include: the new
EDC series of metal honeycomb
core optical tabies and modular-
designed vibration isolation sys-
tems; large joined optical tables
bolted together on-site to form
large working areas for complex

watch face that simPlY says
"MEN!". Individual designs,
company logos, personal names or
messages can also be incorPorated
into these watch face holograms
which can also be used on brace-
lets, brooches, badges and ear-
rinss.

laser experiments; and smaller
sized optical breadboards and iso-
lated workstations on which sensi-
tive instruments can be mounted to
provide the maximum immunity
from vibrations. For further infor-
mation, contact John Webster at
Photon Control Limited, Kings
Court, Kirkwood Road, Cam-
bridge CM 2PF. Tel (+44) (223)
3230'n.
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RCA Degree Show piece by Chudius Mdebe

See page 14for stereo
viewing instructions,

It is now a full year since the New
York Museum of Holography's In-
ternational Directory was due to
come out. Delays have occurred
because the Museum. which can-
not afford to have the book printed,
has been trying to find a new pub-
lisher. So far, Mirage Holograms
(Britain), Holographics Interna-
tional @ritain), and Ross Books
(USA) have been approached to
take on the publication.

John Reilly, editor of the New
York Museum of Holography's In-
ternational Directory of Hologra-
phy, says he has been continually
kept in the dark about arrange-
ments to have the book published.
At the Lake Forest Symposium on
Display Holography in July, ex-
MOH Director Ian Lancaster pub-
licised that Ross Books would in-
deed publish the directory but six
weeks later, Mr Reilly had still not
been informed ofthis by any agent

NEWS.PEOPLE

Dwtcan Yomgb "Fish on a stick'i Photo by David Pizzpnelli.

Young Prizewinner
Duncan Young, one of this year's
graduates from the Royal College
of fut. won the London United In-
vestment award for his work in the
degree show The f10,000 prize
will, he says, enable him to rent a
studio and so cany on with his own
creative work. Young was one of
two people to receive the award,
which was given for excellence in
the technological arts, during the
Design and Communications show
at the end of June.

Gabor Medal
The Royal Society in Britain has
accepted a gift from Andr6 Gabor
for the establishment of a medal in
memory of his brother, Dennis Ga-
bor, who invented holography in
1947. The Gabor Medal will be
awarded by the society biennially,
starting in 1989, accompanied by
a gift of f 1000. It will normally be
awarded for acknowledged distinc-
tion of work in the life sciences,
particularly in the fields of genetic
engineering and molecular biology
but may also be awarded to re-
searchers working in any branch of
science that Gabor contributed to.

of the Museum. More importantly,
he has had difficulty in getting the
museum to pay for essential work
done by typesetters and graphic
artists many months after payment
was due.

In early September Mr Reilly
met with a Lawyer appointed by
the Museum and it was agreed that
Reilly would finish work on the
directory providing all debts in-
curred by the museum were paid
off. The lawyer agreed to pay by
Friday of that same week but, ten
days later Mr Reilly was still wait-
ing to be contacted. In all, the Mu-
seum owes approximately $10 000
for work carried out on their be-
half. Advertising, paid in advance,
is thought to have brought in over
$20 000 to the museum. It is not
known where money to refund ad-
vertisers will come from if the di-
rectory is not published.

Reilly Riled by
Directory Delays

Fans Fooled by Fakes
Wembley stadium, home of the
English Football Association Cup
final, used holograms made by the
De La Rue Company on Cup final
tickets rhis year, in order to stop
counterfeiting. Nonetheless, un-
scrupulous forgers made copies of
the tickets, with foil where the hol-
ograms should have been, and sold

thousands in football-mad Liver-
pool. The counterfeit tickets were
easily spotted at the stadium be-
cause of the missing hologram, but
conned fans say that more publici-
ty about the hologram could have
prevented them being swindled in
the fint place.
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Events Calendar

CALENDAR

28th July - 3fth November
Exhibition of Multi-coloured hol-
ograms by John Kaufman. Holo-
graphic Visions, 300 South Grand
Avenue, Los Angeles, California,
USA. Tel (+ l) (213) 687-7r7r.

l5th August - 3fth September
Exhibition of Holograms at the
Space Coast Science Centre, l5l0
Highland Avenue, Melbourne,
Florida, USA.

3rd - 31st October
"Palace of Light Exhibition" in the
Diarama, Regents Park, London,
Britain, to celebrate 15th Anniver-
sary of Daguerre. Holograms of
mainly British artists will be shown
in the main gallery.

l'fth Oct 1988 - Sth Feb 1989
"Images in Time and Space" at
The Pavilion. San Jose. Califor-
nia. USA.

l5th Oct 1988 - lfth Jan 1989
Exhibition of Holograms at the Or-
lando Science Centre, 810 E Rol-
lins, Orlando, Florida, USA.

lTth - 22nd October
George Dyens' "Big Bang II" at
the Alternative Museum. 17 White
Street, New York City, New York,
USA. Tel (+ l) (212) 9664444.

lfth - 24th October
Canadian Holography in France:
Abrams, Boissonet, Cadell, Cos-
sette, Deaton, Dyens, Page and
Snow in "La Forum des Arts de
L'Univers Scientifique et Tech-
nique" at the Parc des Exposi-
tions, Toulouse, France.

24th - 25th November
French-German Colloquium on
Applications of Holography:
Treatment and Interpretation of In-
formation in Holography. To be
held in Saint Louis, France. For
further details, contact Jocelyne
Striebig, Holo 3, 4 rue Charles Pe-
guy,68300 Saint Louis, France.

Other Exhibitions

Elusive Image, West End Market
Place, 603 Munger, Suite 316,
Dallas. Texas. USA.

Elusive Image, Travis Walk, Suite
114,4514 Travis Street, Dallas,
Texas, USA.
Hologram Gallery, Tivoli
Gardens, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Hologram Museum/Gallery,
Drottninggatan 100, 1160
Stockholm. Sweden.

David Piuanelli's Muybridge Animntion "Man on q White Horse".
One of at least two holographic pieces which were submitted for the
new photographic exhibition at the Victoia and Albert Museum in
London, Bitain, but were turned dov,n. There will not, now, be ony
holograms at the show.

Holomagic, Number 917, lTth
Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada.

Holos Gallery, 1792 Haight
Street. San Francisco. USA.

Interference Hologram Gallery,
008-ll79A King Street W,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Laser Light Expressions, G 12
Denawen Avenue, Castle Cove,
Australia.

Light Fantastic, the Trocadero,
Coventry Street, Piccadilly
Circus, London, Britain.

Light Fantastic, Covent Garden,
London. Britain.

Museum for Holography and New
Visual Media, Pulheim/Koln,
West Germany.

Museum of Holography, ll34
West Washington Boulevard,
Chicago, Illinois, USA.

Museum of Holography, ll
Mercer Street, New York City,
New York, USA.

Museum of Holography, Les
Halles, Paris, France.

Ontario Science Centre, 770 Don
Mills Road, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.

Wonderlight Holography Exhibit,
2018 R Street NW, Washington
DC, USA.

Ifyou run, or just know of, a holo-
gram gallery or musewn not listed
here, or if there are future exhibi-
tions which you would like to have
Iisted here, please send informa-
tion to us at Holographics Inter-
national, BCM-Holographics,
LondonWCLN ilAL Bitain.Holographic Visions, the LA Gallery which is presently showing John Kaufinan's work.
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Integrating hilse
with other

HolographicWork
he aim of the pulse holography project
undertaken at Holocom GmbH was to
investigate the possibilities for pulse

laser masters to be integrated with other hol-
ographic techniques, in particular transfer
holograms for mass production formats. The
pulse laser system used was designed and de-
veloped with Dr John Webster.

All of the transfer holograms described
were produced from pulse masters, the trans-
ferring techniques are focused on reduced im-
age holograms for their potential application
to mass production formats. Although our re-
sults were encouraging, many problems still
exist. Our practical approach to the project is
outlined in this paper of preliminary findings.

Processing

Bleach: Ferric EDTA
C10H12FEN2NaOs.3H2O 60 grams
Ethylenedinitrilotetraaceticacid Sodium iron
III salt trihydrate
Potassium Bromide
Sulfuric Acid
Distilled Water to make

Bleach until clear. Wash in running water.

Post Bath: (to suppress printout)
Glacial Acetic Acid (any commercial STOP
bath) - use suppliers directions for diluting.

Agitate for I to 2 minutes. Wash in running
water,

Drying:
As a final bath after the last wash, a wetting
agent can be used.
Ageponl part * 200 parts distilled water

ll2 to I minute is a sufficient treatment
time. Squeegee from the direction of the hol-
ogram's reference beam. Air dry.

The additional processing chemistry regimes
we explored were -

II Developer: J Webster (formula for pulse
holography)
Bleach: J Webster (formula for pulse holog-
raphy)
III Developer: Neofin Blue

LAB.NOTES

30 grams
l0 ntl

1 L

Bleach: Fenic Nitrate

A Versatile System
In order for the pulse system to record Hl
holograms for specific transfer requirements,
it is advantageous to work backwards. The
transfer technique planned for use can deter-
mine the particulars for the Hl recording.
This is especially relevant when considering
reduced image transfers. For the pulse cam-
era to be applicable for a variety of transfer
techniques it is desirable to have an adjustable
and flexible system that is easy to operate.
The camera adjustment capabilities in Fig I
(l through 5) contribute to simple and versa-
tile operation, further elaboration is de-
scribed below along with pre exposure prep-
arations that help the whole procedure run
smoothly. The intended overall approach is
more closely related to a photo studio.

Pulse Master (Hl) Recording

Laser: JK Pulse Ruby Laser 2000 (wvl
694.3nm)
HS[.4 Holocamera System lOJ
Pulse Duration 25ns
Coherence Length lm*
Maximum Repetition Rate 2 pulses/minute
Vertical pplarization
All calculations concerning safety standards
have been made to exceed conventional re-
quirements.

Optics: Wedge beam splitter, reflectivity ap-
proximately 80%, one side anti-reflection
coated
Front Surface Mirrors
Collimating Mirror, focal length 2m, 22
inches diameter
High Energy Negative Lenses 75, 55 &25
Conventional diffusion screen 50x60cm
Assorted neutral density filters 0. 10-0.60ttd

Alignment laser: Helium Neon

Holographic Materials: Agfa-Gevaert Holo-
test 8E75HD NAH Triacetate film, polyester
film, glass plates. Ilford Ltd 175 micron PE
6371T9105 Red sensitive film.

Holographic Processing Chemistry; Over a
two and a half year period three processing
regimes were used, the formulas for the pre-
ferred regime are indicated below.

Developer: Quephe
Sodium Sulphite 30grams
Sodium Carbonate 60s
Quenol (Hydroquinone)
Phenidon
Distilled water to make

R o

) o

lLitre
Just prior to development add - I gram of

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) per l00ml of the
above developer solution. It is important that
the ascorbic acid is completely dissolved in
the solution.

Develop for 2 to 4 minutes at 19 degrees
centigrade for an approximate density of 2.8.
Wash in running water for I to 2 minutes.

The developer may be used for master as well
as transfer transmission holograms. In the
case of transfers, development to a 2.2 den-
sity is prefened, and the addition of ascorbic
acid to the developer can be deleted. The
following bleach is also recommended for
transfer transmission holograms.

t Simplicity of Operation
l. Calculate desired object/subject distance to

the Hl. (Figure 1, Number l)
2. Reference Beam (Figure l, Numbers 4 &

s)
A. Brewster's angle preferred (4)
B. Beam character - usually collimated

(5)
3. Equal Beam Path lengths (Figure l, Num-

ber 2)
A. Guidelight (HeNe alignment laser)
B. String or measuring device

4. Object Beam Lighting (Figure 1, Number
3)
A. Bounce Cards (for fill lighting)

5. Ratios
A. Oscilloscope readings
B. Insert neutral density filters

6. Small Film Tests (for previewing)
A. Preloaded (for tests as well as the

final hologram)
B. Spray mount film holder

7. Quick Reversal Holographic Processing
Chemistry

Pre Exposure Preparations
1. Safety First - Always
Use a diffusion screen for illumination in the
Object beam. Care should be taken to avoid
ambient light
2. Appearance - Objects should be treated
in much the same way as in CW holography
regarding surface texture, highlights (hot
spots) etc. Subjects, either people or animals,
can be previewed in red light or by looking at
them through a red filter. Cosmetics are not
always necessary and seem even less so when
the intended transfer is a reduced imaee hol-
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ogram.
3. Green Safe Light - Ample illumination
of the room area with the proper frequency
of green is advisable, even during the expo-
sure.
4. Previewing (for the final image) - A sec-
ond surface mirror placed where the exposure
will be and of the same size as the final hol-
ogram can be used to determine the subject's
position, facial expression, overall image
composition etc.
5. Red Light - A red light that mimics pulse
ruby red can be used, to preview the posi-
tioned subject or object, by the holographer.
6. Hand held green safe light - Light used
by the holographer to direct towards the sub-
ject to aid in determining the proper moment
for the exposure.
7. Practice - Practice is often necessary for
the holographer as well as the subject when
motion is being canied out by the subject.

CW Image Plane Transfers from Pulse
Ruby Masters
All of the transfer techniques described below
were used to produce holograms from mas-
ters <Hls > recorded with a pulse ruby laser
of wavelength 694.3nm.

In order to broaden the range of applica-
tions for pulse originated holograms, the two
major considerations for transfers were the
change of frequencies and image size in the
transfer hologram.

We produced transfer holograms with a va-
riety of CW lasers using a number of frequen-
cies. Concentration was primarily focused on
the usage of Argon, with wavelengths
457.9wn and 488.9nm, Krypton at &1.lnm
and HeNe at 632.8nm.

We considered varying the image size in
the transfer hologram by exploring the pos-
sibilities for recording reduced imagery with
the use of simple condensing lenses.

We found that the major difference between
reduced image rainbows and reflection plus
achromat transmission reductions is that the
size of the transfer image can be adjusted to
be the distance of the lens to the transfer (H2)
hologram for rainbows, but is more or less
predetermined by the object/subject distance
to the Hl, in the master recording, for the
reflection and achromat transfers.

Next issue: How to make Reduced Image
Transfers.

Figure I: Side vi.ew of a spkt bean overhead
setup, positions for the cornponents are indi-
cateil with ilescriptions belnw including the
c am e ra' s adj u stnent fe atare s.

Camem odjustment features :
1. Distance - Objea/Subject to HI
2. Equal beam path adjustment
3. Object heam adjastment
4. Reference bean angle adjastnent (Brews-
ter's angle)
5. Collimating mirror distance adjustment
(liv erging, c onv e r ging)

Camem Conponents:
BS - Beam Splitter
RL - Reference Lens
RMI - Reference Minor
RM2C - Collimating Reference Minor
RM3 - (herhead Re1'erence Minor
HI - Master Hologram
OMI,2,3 - Adjustahle Object Minorc
OCL - Object Collinating Lens
OL - Object Lens
OM4 - Object Minor
DS - Diffusion Screen
OlS - ObjectlSubject

F,tl* loser Camera Sysiem

RM3

RM2C *-----.--

I
I

OL

5

RL
5

Figure 4
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STEREO

"Delphi" sequential stereogrophs using a Innd helt ccunera by Rob Munday of the Royal College
of Art.

il rfany and valiant have been the at-
lf/l tempts of holographers everywhere to
I Y lovercome the limitations of the me-
dium, using lenses to reduce the image size,
swelling the emulsion to produce pseudo-col-
our effects, using movie footage and com-
puters to generate images which cannot be
shot in the studio. The sophistication of the
embossed hot-stamping foil multi pseudo-col-
our multiplex hologram has come close to
giving the public what it wants from holog-
raphy: images of people in life-like colour.

But there is an easier way to achieve a natu-
ral colour 3-D image: stereoscopic photogra-
phy. Three dimensional images of living and
moving subjects, taken out of doors in broad
daylight - in a landscape or splashing about
in the sea - all at the touch of a button.
Sinply, cheaply, without lasers, optics, isola-

tion table or having to wait about in the dark
for hours praying your neighbors would shut
up and go to bed.

Stereographs require no reference beam to
reconstruct the image, can be seen from any
angle, and the colours stay in place, so that
flesh tones remain pink and the sky stays blue.
They have the additional advantage that they
can be published in books and magazines in
exactly the same way as ordinary photographs
- no new technology, no added expense.

Lastly and crucially, and quite contrary to
popular opinion, stereographs do not require
any proper glasses or special viewer to see
them: the three-dimensional image can be
viewed directly with the naked eyes.

The technique for direct-viewing stereo-
graphs is surprisingly straightforward, yet it is
an art which is almost entirely unknown. Ig-

"Love, courtship and mariage" hand tinted stereo card published by the Keystone
View Company circa lXL

and I

norance of this simple method remains the
only obstacle to the universal acceptance of
stereographs. It's an education problem. If
people everywhere only knew how to see
them, stereographs would be printed in every
book, magazine and newspaper in the world
alongside ordinary planar photographs. They
would be accepted as normal, in the same way
as this printed text is taken for granted by
everyone who has learned to read. The meth-
od for learning to view a pair of stereoscopic
photographs is as follows:

Choose a viewing position where both prints
are evenly illuminated, hold them up at arm's
lengh at eye level with the gap between the
pictures centred in front of you.

Look over the top edges of the prints to
some distant object, at least twenty or thirty
feet away, such as a vertical window frame or
a lamp-post.

Position the prints so that the lamp post can
be seen beyond the middle point of the left
hand print with your left eye open, and beyond
the middle of the right hand print with your
right eye open. Blink alternate eyes to check
that the position is conect.

When you are satisfied that the lamp-post is
visible beyond the middle of each of the prints
when seen by the appropriate eye, set your
gaze fixedly on the lamp-post, looking just
over the top edge of the prints.

Keeping your gaze set on the lamp post,
move the prints up into your line of vision.
You should find you can see three images. You
must keep your eyes fixed as though they were
still staring into the distance, as if looking
right through the prints at the lamp-post, or
you will lose the middle image.

At first, all three images will be out of fo-
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os, ignore the outer two and concentrate orr
tte one in the middle; once you have "locked
o" to it, the middle image will gradually re-
nlrc into focus in glorious 3-D! To help bring
tb image into focus, slowly moving the prints
brards you, to your normal reading distance.

Repeating this procedure a few times will.
give you the knack of direct'viewing. With

Frtise you will find that you can just glance
r a pair of stereo photographs, pick out some
dstinctive detail and "pull together" the two
bages into a 3-D, without having to look for
e convenient lamp-post.

Taking stereoscopic photographs works on
& same principle - an image for each eye.
Itxt time you take a photograph of someone,
rt them to hold still while you move the
crrEra over to the other eye and take a second
ptaograpn. The eye-to-eye action, which is
casier with a motordrive, should be like sliding
the camera along an invisible shelf: do not try
b re-centre the subject in the viewfinder.

Stereographs are the ideal way for hologra-

flrers to keep a visual record of their work.
When making stereoscopic photographs of
holograms it is advisable to use a slidebar
rrcunted on a tripod. If the plane of the film
in the camera is not kept parallel to the holo-
gram, the penpective will be a keystone shape,
rather than a rectangle, tapering away from
the camera. Attempts to use a shift lens to pre-
distort the distortions can compound the prob-
lem. To ensure that all parts of the image are
in focus, one should stop down the lens to a
small aperture to get a good depth of field. To
get the best results, use a fine grain film, with
a Iow ASA/ISO number.

When taking stereographs of holograms
hanging in an exhibition, one should be on

STEREO

"Flowers" sequential stereographs by David Pizzanelli taken using a camera and slidebar mounted
on a tipod.

guard against even slight reflections being seen
coming offthe glass. What might go unnoticed
as a faint shadow in a planar photograph can
suddenly resolve itself into the silhouette of
the photographer when it is perceived in depth.
The eye-to-eye method, or using a single cam-
era on a slide bar are ideal for static scenes,
and can even work for posed portraiture, but
for animated subjects like animals or children,
and where the scene contains elements which
move, such as smoke, windblown trees or
traffic, it is much better to use two cameras,
as the different positions of these elements in
two sequential photographs give a disturbing
effect of image rivalry when viewed together.

Instamatic and compact cameras can be
mounted side by side or base to base (to min-
imise the distance between the lenses) and with
a little practise the two shutter release buttons

can be triggered together within about an
eighth of a second or faster. Single lens reflex
cameras can be triggered with a twin cable
release of on more modern cameras, by twin-
ning the electric remote control leads. This
gives electric synchronisation which allows
both cameras to expose together using a single
flashgun, thus avoiding conflicting shadows in
the two photographs.

Mounting two cameras side by side may give
a lens separation which is rather wide - as
much as l50mm (6 inches). This is more than
twice the normal distance between the eyes,
so subjects taken by this method should really
be at least twelve feet from the cameras. The
golden rule is the l:30 ratio, that is the dis-
tance between the two cameras ( or the move-
ment of a single camera on a slidebar) should
be about a thirtieth ofthe distance between the

"Florence" by David Pizzanelli, nken with a Nimslo camera using lenses #I and #4.
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cameras and the closest part ofthe scene. This
rule works for close-up too, thus an object 30
inches away needs a lens separation ofjust one
inch, whilst a view across a valley might re-
quire a separation of several feet.

Trim stereoscopic prints so that both views
match, taking care that they are set at the same
height, and that the image in one is not rotated
with respect to the other: all details should be
on parallel horizontal lines to their counter-
parts on the other print. Edges should be
cropped so that the foreground areas corre-
spond. Make sure that each print is no more
than 60mm (2 3/8 inches) wide, and mount
them side by side, so that the furthest details
in the scene are no further apart than 63mm
(2 l/2 inche$ apart. Your prints are now ready
to be viewed by the method described. It is
advisable to view them before sticking them
down to check that the left hand print is on the
left hand side: if the prints get switched
around, the image will be pseudoscopic.

To someone who has mastered the art of
direct-viewing, it seems bewildering that ster-
eographs are (almost) never seen anywhere.
The reasons go back to the first discovery of
stereopsis (l i terally 'solid seeing') by Sir
Charles Wheatstone, just a short time prior to
the announcements by Daguerre and Fox Tal-
bot which brought photography into the public
domain.

Although the art of direct-viewing a stereos-
copic image was known and practised, all the
early advocates, Wheatstone, Brewster, Clau-
det, put their energies into designing special
viewers and devices which would allow some-
one with the feeblest eyesight to see the ster-

eoscopic image. There was almost no effort
made to educate people in the art of viewing
the image directly. This was in part a symptom
of the age, being one of inventions and de-
vices, the patent literature abounds with
strange mechanical aids to almost every hu-
man function. Also many of the early stereos-
copic images were daguerreotypes, which were
even more difficult to see than holograms,
being made on silver plated copper, the dark
part of the image was a base metal surface
onto which light had to fall obliquely or the
image was lost. A person wearing pale col-
oured clothes might see more of his own re-
flection than the image ofthe photograph. So
several viewers were designed, most were var-
iations on the same theme: a box with lenses
and a flap which controlled and limited the
light falling on the plate.

But even saddled with the limitations of hav-
ing to be seen by means of a cumbersome
viewer, stereoscopic daguerreotypes and the
paper prints on card which succeeded them
enjoyed enormous success. Interestingly, mod-
ern books on photography ignore this fact as
though it were taboo.

In an age without television, when few peo-
ple could afford to travel, the stereoscope gave
people a lifelike glimpse of far away places
they might never hope to visit. The ritual of
getting out the viewer and the collection of
stereoscopic cards was like getting out a favor-
ite board-game or musical instrument.

Interest spread across Europe and to the
United States. In the 1860s more than a thou-
sand photographers were producing cards in
large quantities until, in the mid-1870s, the

market began to be flooded, having reached
incredible proportions. The total number of
views ran into many, many millions.

As with Mr Rubik and his famous cube, all
crazes loose their impetus eventually and go
into decline, and so it was with the stereo-
scope.

The act of viewing stereographs by means
of a wooden viewer was very different from
the act of looking at ordinary photographs.
Photographs could appear anywhere in books.
magazines, newspapers and would be seen
casually everyday in several contexts, whereas
getting out the stereoscope and the cabinet of
cards was a special event. Unfortunately there
was a limit to the number of occasions some-
one could examine any particular card before
the novelty wore off and, at the same time.
there was a limit to the number of different
cards one could reasonably collect. These fac-
tors alone meant that the craze was doomed to
finish when it reached its natural limits: when
everyone had a huge collection of cards and
was bored with all of them.

The photograph has continued to survive in
a social context because of its renewed novelty.
its ephemeral nature: the vast majority ofpho-
tographs we see come to us in the form of
printed material which we look at and discard.

It could have been different. People had nev-
er seen photographs before, so they were not
pre-disposed to viewing flat photographs as we
are today. Ifthe need for a viewer had not been
established at the outset, progress would have
been made to teach people how to view ster-
eoscopic photographs directly, and today they
might be in common use.

HOL LLERY
Wholesale Distr ibutionrfeaturing factory direct prices for a complete

range of embossed, dichromate, mult iplex, f i lm., and glass
hologiams, as well as many more fast-selling optical novelties.

Hologram nrt Cllterv & Gift Shop
V

Manufacturing of Holograms & related products.
V

Custom-made Holograms in al l  sizes & formats.
V

Since 1979, fast, quality service world-wide'
Y

Holos Gallery is ideally situated to fi l l  ALL your hologram needs! Please contact
. us today for a comprehensive catalog and ordering information.

Holos Gallery 1792 Haight Street,
Dept. H l-3,San Francisco,CA 941 17, USA

Phone (415) 861-0234
Telex 9103804370 HOLOS GALLERY
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TOOK AROUNDTHE CORNER.
In 1980 Agfa Holotest was responsible for an
international break-through in bri l l iance and
sharpness. In 1986 tr iacetate f i lm with the best
optical quali ty was introduced.
Agfa Holotest. For know-how and experience.

AGFA-GEVAERT Ltd. NDT Diagnostic lmaging Systems,
27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesei, TW8 gAX
Telephone:01-560 2131

AGFA-GEVAERT N.V. DIS Division/Marketing NDT
Septestraat 27, B-251O Mortsel (Belgium)
Telephone: 03-444.82.42
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AGFA HOIOTTST.
25Yeorsof fte highest quolity in hologrophfu emulsions.

AGFA @



LAKE.FOREST

Mike Teitel's piece entitled "Murra\'s Fourth Birthda,-" which won the award for the

best artistic work at the Durand Art Institute exhibition. Photo b1' David Piuanelli.

See page 14 for stereo viewing instructions.

Coffee breakfor conference orSonizer Dr Titng
Jeong, Japanese artist Setsuko Ishii, and the
rest. Photo bv David Piuanelli.

American Bank Note's Ed Dietrich chatting
to Heidi von der Gathen, also of the US,
who lectured on building an interactive
children's environrnent. Photo bv David
Piuanelli.

0

OSruN
blographers came from more Ihan t\'('tt:
Third Svmposium on Displav Hologrupi
nois, USA. Over 200 people attentled tlt,

Forest College's Dr Tung Jeong, consistetl oJ'lt':.,'
in displa,- holography: materials and proct's::'.-
0r),; technical and medical imaging; artisti( :.. '
production; cotnmercial holograpb; and netr:, r{

During the rymposium, an exhibition of ht,i, - '-rrq

Durand Art Institute. The exhibitiort w'as orqd':. ,: *l
contained pieces b1- many of the distinguislreri r;'' '--r I

It was the social side of this conference whi,': *.4

well as "renewing old friendships and makint ':r " -{
most people were able to discuss business irt tt ', '-:da
some who were only there to "deal"), Old tr,- a a
each other for the first time in vears and even.;'.--d

In fact, some of the morning lectures, ('\/)t, ...\ a
week, were poorl)- attended due to over indu'-, ' .t I
drinking to each other's health during the prer r, ., eal
and beer flowed freeb in general, though thtr: . .rilf
pher spilled out of his motel room and into tlt' d
move people on. Drinking outside, it seems, i.r ..': fi
police have little to do.

For more information about the symposiunt., '..qn

few months for the proceedings to come out. F,'' '.i

went on, you'll have to find a better gossip.

-
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0sum
f Jolographers came from more than twenty countrics to take part in the

Hfnira Stmposium on Display Holograph,- at Wc Forest College, Illi-

I I nois, US,l. Ore, 200 peopte attended the confer$e, organised by Lake

Forest College's Dr Tmg Jeong, consisted of lectures Q oll of the main topics

in display holography: materials and processing: histt'ry educotion and the-

ory; iecinicalind medical imaging; artistic tichniqli and concepts; mass
product ion ; commercial holo graphy ; and new t e chnological developments.

During the symposium, an exhibition of holographic art was opened at the

Durand Art Institute. The exhibition was organised bt Helissa Crenshaw and

contained pieces by many ofthe distinguished artists in holography.
It was the social side of this conference which rnade it special, however. As

well as "renewing old friendships and making new on6," as the clichtl goes,

most people were able to discuss business in a relavd tuy (though there were

some who were only there to "deal"). Old enemies od rivals were civil to
each other for the first time in years and even admired each other's work'

In fact, some of the morning lectures, especialh tarcrds the end of the
week, were poorly attended due to over indulgence ̂L'conference delegates
drinking to each other's health during the previous erening. Champagne, wine
and beer flowed freely in general, though when a parr held by one hologra-
pher spitted out of his motel room and into the lot outside. the police came to

move people on. Drinking outside, it seems, is an offare in lllinois, and the
police have little to do.

For more information about the symposium lectures. wu'll have to wait a

few months for the proceedings to come out. For inforntion about what else
went on, you'll have to find a better Sossip.

Setsuko Ishii x'ith Canadian arttst Stdnct
Dinsmore. Photo bt Datid Pi:ancllt

.4tnerican Bank Note's Ed Dietrich chatting
rc Heidi t'on der Gathen, also of the US,
',sho lectured on building an interactive
children's ent'ironment. Photo by David
Pi::nnelli.

Paula hrson and American holography lec-
turer Doris Vila resting in the shade. Photo by
David PisnellL

\
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and American holography lec-

Setsuko Ishii with Canadian artist Sidney
Dinsmore. Photo by David Piuanelli.

Australian artist Paula Dawson, one of the
stars of this year's conference, giving a lecture
on her work bar!) Photo by David Piuanelli.

Paula Dawson's laser transmission hologram of her bar which k to become part of
a holographic installation. Shown at The Lasersmith's in Chicago, it s depth took
everybody by surprise. Photo by David Piuanelli. See page 14 for stereo viewing
instructions.

Vila resting in the shade. Photo by
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UK OPTICAT SUPPTIES
just about everything you will need for holography

o Spatial Filters
o Collimating Mirrors
o Magnetic Bases
o Flexible expandable 'Mod-X' system
o Beam Splitters

including a unique very high-power multi-wavelength version ...,.

UK0S specialise in customised holographic equipment and manufacturing for the home
and international market.
With over 15 years experience we offer a consultancy service in design and equiping
of holographic laboratories including DCG holography.

Contact: Ralph Gullen, UK Optical Supplies
84 Wimborne Road West, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 2DP, England
Telephone: (0202) 886831 Telex: 418253 PROTLX G Fax: (02021742236

LIGHT IMPRESSIONS
Europe's leaders in the production and development

of embossed holograms are looking for a

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
as part of their continuing expansion prograrnme.

Based at their fully-integrated U.K. production plant in Leatherhead,
Surrey (near the M25), applicants should have experience in
holography, or a background in photo graphy with a lively

interest in holography.

I Salary according to age and experience

O Excellent package for right person

For further information telephone Leatherhead (0372) 386677 Ext.77

Written applications with c.v. should be addressed to Kevin Brown, Light Impressions,
12 Mole Business Park, off Station Road, Leatherhead, Suney KT22 7 AQ.



device which allows microscopic anal-
ysis of living tissue without it ever leav-
ing the body has been invented by re-

searchers in the United States. The
"holoendoscope" (from the words hologra-
phy and endoscope) is an instrument which,
r-hen inserted in the body like an endoscope,
will take a three dimensional picture of tis-
sue. The picture, or hologram, can then be
put under the microscope and the cell struc-
rure examined as if it were the real thing.

The holoendoscope is basically a stainless
$eel tube, with a width of l0mm and a length
of 86mm. At one end it has a cartridge which
holds the holographic film, an 8mm diameter

disc, tilted at an angle. At the other end an
optical fibre supplies the laser beam which
illuminates the tissue.

A shuttering system was developed, com-
posed of a rotating slit of a given diameter, in
series with a slower mechanical shutter. By
choosing the proper radius along the rotating
slit, the pulse duration can be varied. The
laser beam is focused at the slit to shorten the
rise and decay time of the pulse. Because
living tissue is in constant movement, very
short exposures of the order of l0 -4s are
needed.

The hologram is formed by the clean laser
beam passing through the film once and then
being scattered by the object (tissue) back
onto the film. The two beams form an inter-
ference pattern which exposes the plate.
When developed, this pattern will scatter light
in exactly the same way that the original tis-

sue did, ie. it will look exactly like the real
tissue.

Tissue sample seen through microscope, 3j,.25
mm/division.

MEDICAL

The Holographic Endoscope
The instrument was designed by Bjelkhag-

en, Friedman and Epstein of the Biomedical
Engineering Department, Northwestern Uni-
versity, Illinois. They were funded to do re-
search into digestive diseases, and for this
reason they based their research on investi-
gating the colon.

They started off by using the holoendo-
scope on an anaesthetized dog. The instru-
ment was passed through a tube into the dog's
colon and positioned with the film pressed
against the tissue. The hologram was then
exposed, removed and chemically processed.
The result seemed fine when viewed with the
naked eye, but under the microscope the res-
olution and contrast were poor. To improve
these properties, they looked at tissue stain-
lng.

In tissue, each constituent (eg capillaries,
glands, collagen) will scatter or absorb light
to a different extent. Also, they will scatter
and absorb differently depending on the
wavelength (colour) of the light. The North-
western work was based on the following the-
ory: if a wavelength was chosen which
matched one of the absorbing structures, such
as blood in blood vessels, then the resolution
and efficiency of the final hologram would
improve.

However, not all interesting structures ab-
sorb, but they could be made to do so artifi-
cially by staining. In this case, all tissue could
be made suitable for holography. The next
step, therefore, was to find matching stain
and laser colours to make the resolution and
contrast good enough so that cells could be
seen clearly under a microscoPe.

Holographic image of the same tissue sample,
seen through microscope, 3i,.25 mm/division.

Stained tissue sample as seen through conven-
tional fibre optic endoscope.

This was done by experimenting on pre-
served tissue samples in glass, rather than in
a real animal. Two laser colours and fifteen
dyes were tested. The dyes were checked for
how well they stuck to the tissue as well as
contrast in the final hologram. One of the
more successful combinations was trypan blue
dye with a krypton laser. The photographs
show views of the hologram when viewed
under a microscope, and the actual t issue
when viewed the same way. The scale on the
microscope was 31.25 microns per division.

The Northwestern team hope to repeat the
experiment with a dye inside an animal with-
in the next couple of months. The main fore-
seeable problem is the fastness of the dye.
During the in vitro tests it took 60 seconds to
successfully dye the tissue. In a living animal
the tissue wil l be more diff icult to stain.
However this is not seen as an insurmounta-
ble problem. As there has been lrttle need for
such high resolution dyes in the past, they are
technologically quite primitive. Now that they
are needed, research will no doubt unearth
dyes with the right amount of staying power.

The instrument could find uses in a number
of fields, such as gynecology, urology and
dermatology, as well as investigating diges-
tive disorders. Mr RM Kirk, consultant sur-
geon and editor of the journal of the British
Royal College of Surgeons, said that he finds
the new instrument very exiting. Since the
holograms would show pictures of living cells,
rather than chemically-treated dead ones seen
with existing techniques, distortion would be
prevented, he said. The holoendoscope has
great potential, he believes, to become a new
and useful tool for the investigation of the
body.

by Sunny Bains
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Cossette
and her

Holograms
hile holographic technique is still in
it's "research stage", Marie Andrde
Cossette. adventurer in the field. is

exploring avenues which some would qualifu
as being heretical. Marie Andr6e Cossette
lives in Quebec City and she has been work-
ing with holographic technique for ten years
now. In fact, she was the first Canadian artist
to experiment with the medium. Her first ex-

hibit in 1983 was favorably received by the
critics.

The productions in her career can be divid-
ed into three periods. The first could be called
"photo-holographic". During this period we
see the transition from photography, the art-
ist's initial medium, to holography. The ob-
ject, the anecdote and the technique take up
all ofthe artistic space. Although she is in a

Maie Andrei Cossette, 1988, "ltminescence": white light transmission hologram.

Marie AndreC Cossette, 198f,., "ltminesc-
ence": white Eght trawmissiut hologrwn

transitory stage, the technique ofholography
is already largely assirnilated.

In 1984, another transformation takes
place. Colours become more subtle ard, more
importantly, subjects become more symbolic.
Reflection gives way to the joys of holo
graphic discovery. Tothe three dimensions of
holography is added a fourth: the artistic di-
mension. This "fourth" dimension will be-
come more and more present in Marie An-
dr6es later works.

1987 is a turning point in Marie Andree
Cossettes career. Sh€ is invited to the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Tecbnology in Cam-
bridge to put tog*her a new oounrc on holo.
graphic creation for the Media Labraory.
While there she worts in close collabm:ation
with Steve Benton, hryentor of the white light
transmission hologrrn.

Is il her meeting with Bemon m is it ttrc
imposed reflectim dher cuse preparatftn
which brings abm the third change in her
works? The aneodce has now oompletely dis-
appeared. The production of her elernents
creates an artistic ryrue which belangs to the
realm of dreffirs. Oblrts are sfunply supports
for ligbt, atrd rcoordfug fringe$ are now do-
nesricded. Suhle fragrrns of glass break
the light and shdtEr it into iridescert ara-
besque$. Thus cqurd, tlp liglil s*isfies an
arlae$tral luunn desire: drem$ bare bo*en
thrmgh the looking glres f,rd ino reality.

By Magclh Prradb PtIt, Art l|i$rim,
wilh tramldior by Shefu Hadvict.

I
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Maie Andred Cossette, 1988, "l'uminescence": white light transmission hologram.
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Maie Andrei Cossette, 1988, "Souvenir Spatial": white light tansmission hologram.
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Creation and the
Critical Sense
in Holography

fn the autumn of 1987, Marie Andr6e Cos-

I sette, holographer and visual arts profes-
Isor at Universitd Laval in Quebec City,
Canada, set up and taught an experimental
workshop on creative holography for the Spa-
tial Imaging Group of the Media Laboratory
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
USA. The workshop, designed by Cossette,
was dedicated to the development of concepts
and techniques in holographic creation as well
as a new educational and artistic approach to
holographic studies.

The project to design a course on holo-
graphic creation for the Media Lab at MIT
came about after she had been in contact with
Prof Stephen Benton for several years. He
was familiar with her work and approach,
and her educational concerns in holography.
She believes that it was her way of handling
photographic aesthetics in courses at the
School for Visual Arts in Quebec City that
had impressed him.

She does an enormous amount of research
for the content of her courses, opening them
up to what is cunently being done in the
field, to the artists, and to their different ap-
proaches. As a result, she has put together a
considerable book-like collection of visual
documentation designed for the teaching of
holography at her own university. Several
holographers form around the world have
helped her to make up a fantastic, document-
ed slide collection on holograms.

Her twelve years of research, combined
with her own creations and teaching experi-
ence in photography and design had qualified
her to develop a new aesthetic approach to
holography for the Media Laboratory at MIT.
The subsequent awarding of a sabbatical year
by Universitd Laval allowed her to accept
Professor Benton's invitation.

As in other courses she has taught, she
began by putting together a study guide which
was the body of the course. It included the
underlying philosophy, objectives and meth-
ods. She was aiming to encourage the stu-
dents to develop an ability to analyze and
synthesize when considering the organisation
of the visual elements, since these same ele-
ments ensure the convincing quality of a hol-
ographic image. This structured reflection
opens them up to choice and creativity, and
takes them beyond the technical contingen-
cies, she believes. .

"I see visual learning as being the ability



EDUCATION

to not immediately accept a result, even if
technically it is a success. Rather, it is the
ability to ask oneself questions about the vis-
ual content and about oneself. It means not
being afraid of criticism," she says.

"It is important in holography that the cre-
ative process happens at the same time as the
learning of the techniques. It would be illu-
sory to think that once a technique is mas-
tered, one is in a position to create works of
art. This medium, like others, requires a
deepened understanding of the visual ap-
proach. As a teacher, I have always been in-
terested in looking at the expressive, concep-
tual, aesthetic and critical aspects, as well as
the technical ones. The challenge offered to
me at the Media Laboratory was most inter-
esting, and I think I handled it well as the
workshop is still going on."

She sees the workshop as being a course
rather than just a workshop. She combined
the important theoretical aspect with the
practical so that the students had a wide range
of possibilities in the organisation of holo-
graphic space. The teaching project, with its
lectures, demonstrations, technical exercises,
thematic assignments and visits to exhibits,
was designed to guide the students through
their elaboration and application of a coherent
visual presentation.

Most of the students had a technical or sci-
entific background and found that initially
they sometimes found her artistic language
hard to understand.

Marie Andrie Cossette at work at the Media Lab, MIT Cambridge, USA.

"There was a bit of hesitation when, for
example, I spoke of ephemeral or transient
concepts. However, I must say that the exer-
cises and projects which I proposed to my
students helped clarify certain visual charac-
teristics and quickly gave meaning to my vo-
cabulary," she recalls.

Through these reflections on aesthetics, the
students had to explore such assets as light-
ing, texture and colour in order to meet the
requirements of the chosen themes. Certain
projects involved simply making one holo-
gram, whereas others required two or three
holographic images. One of the challenges in
this area was coherency in the sequencing of
images.

She used various means, including her size-
able slide collection.

"Thanks to these slides, I was able to show
the approaches of many artists and research-
ers in fields as varied as architecture, design,
photography, fine arts and holography. These
slide presentations were always accompanied
by a variety of up-to-date articles concerning
the creation as well as the technique involved
in holography," she says.

With the support of Prof Benton, she was
also able to have the New York artist. Rudie
Berkhout, come and speak about his approach
and show some of his holograms. This meet-
ing was not only enriching for all, she says,
but very motivating for the students: it gave
them the chance to intensi$ their own vision
of the process involved in the production of

holograms.
The students also visited two holography

exhibits which were held in Boston. As a
follow-up, she invited them to write a.sum-
mary in which they had to formulate their
own opinion and develop their critical abili-
ties.

These observational approaches to holo-
graphic creativity complimented the exercises
and assignments in which they created their
own works. In these projects, they were asked
to defend the conceptual process as well as
the organisation of space and chromatics.

The experience ofteaching and experimen-
tation at the Media Laboratory also brought
her many things personally. Firstly, she
learned a lot from Prof Benton.

"Working closely with a science researcher
who is sensitive to artistic creation is very
gratifying for an artist. His professionalism
was also a great contribution for me."

She feels so positive about her experience
at MIT that she already foresees doing a se-
ries of different courses on holographic crea-
tion.

However, she says that, most importantly,
the experience has given her motivation which
allowed her to realize that she needs to set up
her own laboratory in Quebec City in order
to continually pursue her own creative works
and develop educational projects which will
be truly novel.

by Elaine Hdmond
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ClauddhAbrams'
*PemonalEfi

/( | fter sliding the tray into the assem-
'- 

IJ bly of the dishwasher he placed his
I Lear next to the hot sheet metal. The

sound ofthe dancing spray andjiggling plates
helped him to ignore the constant dispatch of
the others.

He was tired and this was his way of catch-
ing a ninety second nap. He would rest his
hands on the controls, feigning the gestures of
an engineen The others thought he had an
eccuttically intimate mderstanding of things
mechanical in nature.

CANADA.FOCUS

))

Because the machines were so loud and his
English lacked conviction, the othets tended
to yell at him. They baricaded him with carts
offilet mignon and chocolnte cake and ciga-
rette butts in the mashed potatoes and gravy.

He wondered if the others had ever had
such a strong feeling of deja vu."

One of the three texts written by the artist
for "Personal Effects", a holographic instal-

pear submerged in the water in each of the
tanks, are of a car tire, an earthenware pot
and a sandy shoal. These holograms are con-
vincing elements of the aqua-environments in
each of the tanks.

In Personal Effects, Claudette Abrams has
clearly cast and signified the natural and ar-
tificial objects of her artistic concern, as well
as thematic objectives, in a literary sense,

lation comprised of three rectangular aquaria,
each filled with water and supporting fish,
each tank set at eye level on identical and
plain metal stands. Into each tank is projected
a hologram, and at the base of each stand is
a rectangular white card onto which is clearly
set a text. The tiny fish swim serenely and
almost happily in the clear and determined
aqua-environments, while the gallery itself
takes on the atmosphere of an observation
room. or control room of some massive and
industrial facility. The holograms, which ap-

through a well-considered use of crafted and
assembled motifs (all of which project depth,
from the sculptural nature of the installation,
to the illusion of the holographic images, to
the implied nanatives of the texts). She has
composed a visual and textual installation
that, in spite of the contemporary signifi-
cance of the technology employed, creates
archetypical references and allusions of hu-
man endeavour and demise.

Upon entering the gallery, the viewer is
almost immediately struck by the serenity of
the environment, and by a sense of buried
time, inscribed information, and by a medi-
tative, post-tragedy hum.

One is easily set into the role ofarchaeolo-
gist, an intellect driven by desire, compelled
to examine and to gaze, to carefully stir about
below the surfaces, exploring and diving,
confronted with the remains of human and
natural incident: timelinked remains cast in
an on-going creation. The viewer is com-
pelled to reassemble the temporal realities
from which certain artifacts, like the holo-
graphic urn in one of the tanks, come (for
example, the vision and pretexts that caused
them to be made). Inevitably, due to the tidy
artifices of the work, the viewer apprehends
an irony of existence.

The installation has an industrial age'sur-
face, in contradiction to the dust-free grace
of its relationship to light (in terms of the
holographic medium employed). The metal-
work of the tanks and their stands is unfin-
ished. The gurgling of the air bubbles pumped
into the tank water.is audible. The room is
darkened, with pools of light around the op-
erating elements.

The holographic images themselves point
to past activity or process, not to present time.
The earthenware might be centuries old, the
car tire is an industrial image, and the shoal
is a result of a specific natural process.

Contemplating the installation, the viewer can
imagine him or herself inside the tanks, as a
diver encountering human and natural debris
(a sand shoal, for example, is formed by the
consistent settling of sand particles). These
images seem suspended outside of their own
time and suggest a catastrophic termination.

Clqudette Abram's " Personal Effeus" : holographic installation.
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ART

Detail of one of the pieces in Claudette Abram's "Personal Effecn" collection.

The viewer's entry, or dive, into the installa-
tion metaphorically describes the viewer's
very place in the environs of the artwork. As
the diver or archaeologist looks for clues in
order to reassemble the past events, so does
the viewer move through Abrams' art.

Abrams' work suggests an abeyance of
process, a stationary view ofhuman existence
- only the fish and water move. The texts
under each tank describe brief moments, each
a single situation that sets the mental condi-
tion of the two female and one male charac-
ters described. The text linked to the car tire
hologram is about a woman, whose car ride
in ended by a blowout. She is under a "rush
of horror" as the lights of another grow larg-
er in the minor. In the text linked to the
hologram ofthe shoal, a female character sits
immobilised with a "list of things to be done"
after imagining herself "sunounded by the
Swiss Alps and goats." In the text quoted
above, which is under the hologram of the
urn, the character is locked into the certain-
ties of a situation, as he has often been be-
fore, and is so isolated from others that he
wonders ifthey have ever felt what he feels.

The prevalent irony of the work is that the
viewer can readily recognise each of the tex-
tual and visual scenarios, have a sense of a
full picture, be confident in this sense and its
implicit knowledge. It is only when the view-
er considers the full installation as an assem-
blage or finds of human vision and demise,
that the artifice of the work becomes patently
evident, and the viewer's self-image becomes
fractured and submerged.

The work moodily acknowledges the over-
lap of apparently independent life cycles. It is
similar in feeling, say, to finding someone's
remains and considering when your own will
be found.

Personal Effects also imparts a Jules Verne
quality, a fascination with and optimism in-
spired by machinery and industrialization.
And yet, this hopefulness is undermined by
the artwork's ability to coolly encapsulate na-
ture and human ruin (including artifacts of
language) in the clear and simple lines of
metal, glass and light.

Abrams' use of holography in her art mak-
ing is more than competent and interesting.
As an artist, she has developed subtle and
resonant aspects of this technological proc-
ess, in terms of its application for mixed me-
dia installation. Her work deserves attention,
not only for its intrinsic merits as artwork,
but for its contribution to the development of
holography as a rich and inspired medium for
artistic creation.

by Fred Gaysek

The ortginal "Personal Effects" collection
has been divided since this review was writ-
ten, but pieces of it can be seen at the follow-
ing venues:

The Pavilion, San Jose, Califurnia, USA

from 14 October 1988 to 5 February 1989;
FAUST Toulouse, France from 19-24 October
1988: The Ontario Science Centre, 770 Don
Mills Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, on
pernwnent display; Holomngic Gallery, 917-

17 Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta, Csnada, on
permenent dkpky. For more details of these
and other exhibitions, see the Calendar

il34 Tl. uJASiltt{GI01{' BtV0.
clilcAc(l, il. 60001

312-226-1007
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COMMERCIAL

:ShirtMark O
O

Upfor
echnical breakthroughs in hologram
manufacturing and application methods
have just recently made hologram

adorned apparel a retailing reality. Whether
it's combining a hologram with an astronaut,
dinosaur or a crazed-looking surfer, transfer
companies and screenprinting companies alike
are hustling to come up with a unique look in
apparel that they hope will set the young
alight.

Holograms are showing up on T:shirts, but
they're not just stuck on the shirt at random.
They work as an integral component of the
transfer or screenprint design.

Both 2-Dl3-D and 3-D holograms have
their marketing advantages in terms of cloth-
ing. Jay Thirkell, sales manager of F&M
Expressions Unlimited in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida uses both types.

"A 3-D hologram is better with the oldeq
more fashioilable market because of the beau-
ty and detail in it, but it needs full sunlight to
really come alive. A 2-Dl3-D is more colour-
ful in more types of light - the kids really
love it."

Although holograms fixed to T-shirts are a
new phenomenon in the customised apparel
market, some companies have already expe-
rienced encouraging results in merchandising
the product.

Holographic Dimensions Inc of Miami, a
hologram manufactureq has sold 500,000
holograms for T-shirt decoration to 15 coun-
tries within the last sixth months. This in-
cludes France, Britain, West Germany, Italy,
and Australia.

T-shirts with holograms and ink designs
have also received a warm welcome in initial
marketing in the US. Diversified Graphics
Ltd of St Louis, a 30-year-old screenprinting
company, test marketed its product recently
in local retail shops and sold 50% ofthe trial
inventory on the first daY.

"The retailers were calling for more stock
after the item was on the shelf only one day, "
says David Fry, Diversified Graphic's nation-
al sales manager. "We were ecstatic; I've
never seen a reaction like that in retail be-

fore."
F&M, a nine-year-old transfer manufactur-

er and distributer, premiered its holographic
transfers at The Super Show '88 in Atlanta in
February. "Every qualified T-shirt shop that
I spoke with made an order. The reaction was
phenomenal, It's a new boost for them. It's
the new thing that will break their spring and
maybe even make their whole summer, "
F&M's Thirkell says.

Because holographic apparel is merely in
its infancy, the competition to get a foothold
in the market is stiff.

In transfer form, at least one company at-
taches the holograms to the transfer with a
glue that disappears with heat. The hologram
and transfer then go onto the shirt simulta-
neously with a conventional heat press. In a
holographic pre-print, the hologram may be
attached with a heat press either before or
after the printing. No one technique is used
by all firms active in this; new methods seem
to be cropping up even as the trend gets a
good retailing foothold.

Because holograms are applied with basi-
cally the same process as a transfer, they are
natural for integration into that market.

"We want the T-shirt transfer shops to get
the product first. We want them to be on the
cutting edge, because that's what they need
to compete with the larger department stores.
Department store buyers tend to follow the
trends they have seen somewhere else," Thir-
kell says.

But preprint companies have been hustling
also. "We are using holograms from other
holographers as well as our own, so we have
a good stock image inventory," notes Kevin
Brown, owner of Holographic Dimensions.
"We built up our inventory because we real-
ised this would be a big thing and the key
element was getting it in front of the buyers
- we wanted to get on in the US market
fast."

The newness of holograms makes their
marketing a wide-open venture with different
companies choosing different avenues. You
will find holosrams with transfers and

screenprints in preprint form, as well as in
separate transfer form. Holograms may also
be purchased separately so any shop can cre-
ate its own look.

Companies such as Diversified Graphics are
putting a great deal ofthought into merchan-
dising. The company has target marketed ma-
jor department stores and specialty shops to
sell the line of holographic T-shirts that it
manufactures and screenprints. It has already
sold to such chains as KG Men's Wear, May
D&F, Belk's and Nordstrom's and has its
sights set on more. The company's target
market spans from ages 5 to25. Fry says the
firm started by deciding what artwork and
holograms would appeal to consumers going
to the boy's and young men's sections of a
store. It then chose major themes and devel-
oped artwork around stock holograms ob-
tained from Light Impressions of Santa Cruz,
California.

"For the younger age group, we developed
designs with zebras, dinosaurs, and astro-
nauts," Fry says, "Australian scenes and sur-
fers appeal mostly to the 12-25 age group.
But skateboarding is so popular that we de-
veloped a shirt for each age division. The
older group's has a realistic skateboarder with
a hologram skull at the bottom of his skate-
board, and the younger design has a creature
on the skateboard."

Thirkell says that F&M has found popular-
ity with a "New York" design that features a
3-D Statue ofLiberty hologram and a "Paris"
shirt that has a 3-D Eiffel Tower hologram.
"They are very simple designs, but the name
of a famous place seems to be a popular fash-
ion statement today," says Thirkell.

Also important to marketing plans is pric-
ing. Affixing a hologram on a T-shirt makes
it a more up-market item, but it can't be ov-
erpriced if it's going to sell to the youth mar-
ket. Holographic Dimensions, for example,
is wholesaling its hologram designs on Hanes
T-shirts for $9, and it expects retailers to set
prices at $15 to $20. The company is also
selling 2-inch by 2-inch holograms with l0-
colour transfers for $3.50. A hologram alone
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will go for 20 cents per square inch. F&M is
wholesaling its five-colour hologram trans-
fers for $2.50.

As far as marketing is concerned, licensed
holograms are an obvious direction for this
trend to move. Walt Disney and Harley Dav-
idson holograms have already appeared in
Europe. In the United States, however, com-
panies are still busy negotiating for these
rights.

"Licensing holograms in the US is wide-
open because no one is doing it yet," says
Brown. "Holographic Dimensions is current-
ly sorting through a number of possibilities
- it will take only a few strong licenses to
penetrate the market." The company has al-
ready developed its own character that it will
license - Holoman and his Holodog, Laser
- a sort of 2lst century Buster Brown and
his dog, Tag.

Diversified Graphics is currently in negoti-
ations with the National Football League to
screenprint a licensed line of designs to in-
clude all 26 teams. "The NFL approached us
not only because they believe the hologram is
a great vehicle for sales but, more important-
ly, because they want to be like MasterCard
and guard against counterfeiting," Fry states.

Other companies that have approached him
with an interest in licensed hologram T:-shirts
are Swatch of America and Coleco, which

COMMERCIAL

Tshirt by Holographic Dimensions Inc. of Miami, Florida

manufactures Cabbage Patch Kids.
The declining cost of holograms has been

key to their integration into the custom appar-
el industry, of course, but another missing
link was the way to affix the holograms to
shirts. That link was found about two years
ago by Heat Seal Co, a British transfer com-
pany and one of the first to develop a heat-
applied adhesive process. "As a holographer,
I was looking for a way to get my holograms
onto shirts, so I approached Heat Seal and
purchased a licence to its application meth-
od," says Brown. "So what we have here is
a very durable, machine-washable hologram
incorporated into a bold graphics design on a
T-shirt."

One indication of the competitiveness of
holographic T-shirts is the fact that not all
companies are prepared to divulge the name
of their adhesive supplier. But each seems
equally confident of the quality of their glue.
"Our shirts have been wash-tested 40 times."
claims Thirkell. "We're dealing with the pat-
ent holder for putting Mylar-based holograms
on fabric. If it falls off, we'll pay for the
shirt.

There are signs that there will be some
court action sunounding the adhesives. All of
the companies who have developed holo-
gram-application processes have been quick
to apply for patents.

Litigation notwithstanding, more compa-
nies will probably join the competition
searching for a piece of the holographic pie.
Hologram distribution plans of companies
point towards a saturation of the garment
decoration market. The images may soon be
found on towels, caps, oven gloves, aprons
and more fashionable garments.

"Our future plans include working with
garment manufacturers as far as placing de-
signs and customizing designs for their up-
market activewear lines going into the bou-
tique, pajama and surf markets," says Thir-
kell.

Fry agrees with Thirkell, and predicts that
the holographic garment decoration market
will only become more congested. "What will
happen now, unless we can come up with
some difficult-to-achieve patents, is other
manufacturers will buy holograms and attach
them to their shirts. Then it will get down to
who has the best graphics. It will be an all
out race."

by J Sharpe Smith

Adapted, with permission, from "The Press
MagaTine", Weisner Publishing,595l S Mid-
dlefield Road, Littleton, CO 80123, United
States.
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CANADA.FOCUS

eorges Dyens, Canadian
sculptor and holographer,
former artist in residence at

the Museum of Holography in
New York, is opening the season
this autumn with two exhibitions
of his works, at the Museum of
Holography and at the Alternative
Museum of New York.

Dyens' creates "environmental
installations" by integrating
sculpture, holography, fibre op-
tics and electro-acoustic music.
His "holosculptures", which use
electronic systems to evolve
through time and space, are more
"spectacular" than traditional
sculpture or holography.

He is a graduate of the Ecole
Nationale Superieure des Beaux-
Arts of Paris and the New York
Holographic Laboratories and has
been awarded the Premier Grand
Prix de Rome and Prix Suisse
(Biennale de Paris).

His works - large, bleached,
transmission shadowsrams

have been produced in a number
of places: the New York Holo-
graphic Lab (consultant - Dan
Schweitzer); the Atelier Holo-
graphique de Paris (consultants -
Pascal Gauchet and Jonathan Col-
l ins); Holographics North (con-
sultant - Dave Stevens); and at
the Museum of Holography in
New York.

Dyens has recently been com-
missioned to design a permanent
monument integrating a half-metre
square hologram in Montreal.

The Alternative Museum will be
showing Dyens' "Big Bang II",
described as a "technological sto-
nehenge", in September and Oc-
tober, while the Museum of Hol-
ography will be featuring his work
until February of next year (see
calendar for full details).

Both shows are available for
touring. Contact Carole Brisson in
Montreal, Canada, on (+ l) (514)
s98-8860.
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THERE IS A RIGHT WAY
TO LOOK AT A HOLOGRAM
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Georges Dyens', 1987, "Big Bang Number II": holographic fficts.
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H O L O G R A P H I C S . I N T E R N AT I O N A L

TTlhe Holographics International Directory

I and Buyers Guide 1989 will be Pub-
I lished early next year. We aim to make

this the most comprehensive and up-to-date
guide to the industry yet published, covering
individuals and companies directly involved
in holography and companies which supply
them with products and services.

Basic entries in the Directory will be free
of charge. These will include the name of the
company or individual, address, contact
names (companies only), and telephone, fax
and telex numbers. In addition, there will be
a comprehensive classification scheme so that
users of the Directory can see exactly what
products and services you are offering. This
will be fully indexed for easy use.

The Directory will be sent to all subscri-
bers to Holographics International, at no ex-
tra cost. It will also be sold separately, at a
price of fl0/$20. We will be marketing the
Directory by direct mail throughout the hol-
ographic industry and to other relevant indi-
viduals and companies. It will also be avail-
able for retail sale.

To obtain your free entry in the HI Direc-
tory, complete a copy of this form and return
it to Holographics International, BCM-Holo-
graphics, London WC1N 3XX, to anive by
30th November 1988 at the latest.

Holographics International

Directoryand )
Buyu's Guide

Business area classifications:
Indicate your business areas by marking the
list shown. The items selected will be listed
after your entry, and you will also be indexed
under each one.

Please indicate those areas which best de-
scribe your business and in which you have a
real interest. If a major area of your business
is not adequately covered by an'existing cate-
gory, please indicate in the space provided and
we will consider adding an extra category.

Extended/highlighted entries:
You may add to the information contained in
your free listing by booking an extended entry.
Additions may consist of lines of text giving
further details about your business, andior

your company logo to highlight the entry.
The charge for additional text will be n5l

US$45 for up to five lines (approximately 40
words), with extra lines costing f5/$8. Com-
pany logos will cost f40l$70 (size up to 2
column centimetres).

In-column advertising:
You may include a column-width (60mm)
boxed advertisement immediately below your
free entry. Such adverts will be listed in the
index to advertisers.

The minimum size available is 5 column
centimetres, for which the charge will be f75l
$130. Additional column centimetres will cost
f15/$25.

HIGH OUALITY HOLOGRAMS
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

- We specialise in high quality mass production of film holograms.

- Range of stock film holograms, off the shelf ZVz" x2Vz" to 12" xl6" -

- Custom holograms to your requirements:
- on film or glass plates
- several colour options available
- quantities not a problem, from one to several thousand copies happily

considered
- fast turnaround possible, for "rush-jobs"
- Holograms to advertise and promote your products.

LAZA HOLOGRAMS
Quality Holographic Products

47. ALPINE STREET: READING: BERKSHIRE: RGl 2PY
TEL: CHRIS LAMBERT ON READING (0734) 3917311589026
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H O L O G R A P H I C S . I N T E R N AT I O N A L

Name of company or individual to be listed:

Individuals will be listed alphabetically by surname, companies by first letter of name as written
(excluding any initial "The", etc). If there is likely to be any doubt, please indicate correct
alphabetical listing.

Business address:

@ease include postal code)

Country:
Telephone number(s):

Facsimile/telecopier :
Telex:

Name:  . . . . . . . . . . . 1

You may list up to two company employees and their job titles. Their names will also appear in
an alphabetical listing. You may if you wish list more than two employees by taking an extended
entry (see below).

List of classifications:

Please tick appropriate classifications.

l. Mass producers of holograms
Ll. Embossing
1.2. Silver halide
1.3. Dichromate
1.4. Photo-polymer
1.5. Transfer to photoresist

2. Origination for mass production
2.1. Stereograms/integral
2.2. Continuous wave
2.3. Pulsed
2.4. Pseudo-colour
2.5. Stock images

3. One-offs and limited editions
3.1. Stereograms/integral
3.2. Continuous wave
3.3. Pulsed
3.4. Pseudo-colour
3.5. Natural colour
3.6. Portrait service
3.7. Animatedholograms

4. Holographic fine artists

Ifpart ofyour business is not adequately covered
categories:

5. Galleries, museums, retailers
5.1. Commercial galleries (all or most

holograms on sale)
5.2. Galleries of holographic art with

changing exhibitions
5.3. Permanent or semi-permanent

exhibitions
5.4. Museums of holography (curating)
5,5. Private galleries (not open to general

public)
5.6. Retail outlets for holograms and

holographic items
5.7. Museums and art galleries which

often show holograms
5.8. Scientific exhibitions of holography

6, Commercial applications of display
holography

6.1. Securityholograms
6.2. Business promotional products
6.3. Holographic novelties (ewellery,

cards, badges, etc.)

7. Industrialapplicationsofdisplay
holography
Non-destructive testing
Computer-aided design
Holographic optical elements
Head-up displays

7.1.
7.2.
7.3,
7.4.

by these classifications, please suggest additional

Please attach the name and address of anyone else you know who would qualify for an entry in
the Directory but has not received a form (or give them a copy of this form).

8.

8 .  l .
8.2.
8 .3 .

9.

9. l .
9.2.
9.3.
9.4.
9,5.
9.6.
9.7.
9.8.
9.9.
9.10.
9. ll.

Manufacturers of holography
equipment and materials
Lasers
Optical equipment (general)
Photo-materials (general)

Distributors of holography
equipment and materials
Lasers
Minors, lenses, and bench equipment
Fringe lockers
Isolation tables
Etalons
Holographic kits
NDT kits
Lighting
Chemicals, film and plates
Speciality chemicals
Laminating materials

10. Academic/scientificholography
'research

10.1. Scientific research
10.2. Medical research
10.3. Industrial research

11. Holographiceducation
ll.l. Art schools and colleges offering

holography
11.2. Colleges offering technical/industrial

training
11.3. Speciality holography colleges/courses
11.4. Tbtors
11.5. Providers of educational materials

12. Other holographic services
12.1. Consultants
12.2. Marketing and distribution
12.3. Wholesalers
12.4. Hot stamping of holograms
12.5. Rental of holography studios
12.6. Rental of holographic equipment
12.7. Model makers
12.8, Holography agencies

13. Publications on holography
13.1. Newsletters
13.2. Magazines
13.3. Other publications

14, Other organisations involved in
holography

14.1. Holography societies and associations
14.2. Other organisations

Display advertisements:
Full, half and quarter page display advertise-
ments are available. All such advertisers will
have a reference to their advert included with
their free entry, and they will be listed in the
index to advertisers.

If you would like to receive details of display
advertisement charges, please tick box. tr
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Back Copres
Holographics Internationnl has back cop-
ia of all issues available for sale. They
can be ordered by filling in a copy of the
subscriptionform shown. At present, is-
sues one and two can be purclased for E5
or US$8. Issue three sells for the cover
pice of f.3 or US$5. For the future, we
intend to ffir all back issues at the higher
price except for the one preceding which-
ever issue is cunent.

Advertising
Index

Agfa-Gevaert Limited
AH Prismntic Limited
Chicago Museum of Holography
Crown RoIl Leaf Incorporated
Global Imagu Incorporated
Holocrafts
Hologram Industies
Holos Gallery
Holo / Source Corporation
IlfurdPhoto Company
Keystone Scientific Company
Laza Holograms
Light Impressions Limited
Op - Graphics Holo graphy
UK Optical Supplies

17
35
27
8

36
28
2

16
28
4

25
32
20
3I
20

H O L O G R A P H I C S . I N T E R N AT I O N A L

We hope you have found this issue of Holographics International informntive and
interesting.

In funre issues we will continue to cover artistic, scientific and commercial uses of
holography and to look at the people and companies who are researching into, mnr'
keting and making holograms. Each issue will feature technical articles, news of the
latest developments in the world of holography and independent reviews.

Our subscription price has now increased to f.15 or US$25 for four quarterly issues
to include a copy of the Holographics International Directory and Buyer's Guide,
which will be published in the first quarter of 1989. Our cover prtce remnins unchanged
at f.3 or US$S, but since the Directory will be sold at Ll} or US$20, it makes a
subscription even better value.

We plan to mnke our directory the most comprehensive guide yet to the people and
companies involved in all aspects of holography. It will be fully classified to allow
holographers, or those interested in doing business with holographers, to find each
other easily. Details of how to make sure of your free listing and advertising rates are
shown on the previous page.

Tb subscrtbe, please send a completed copy oftheformbelow, and a cheque payable
to Holographics International, to: Holographics International, BCM'Holographics,
London WCIN ilC{. Or, if you prefer, we can invoice you.

Name.... . . . .  . . .  Posit ion..
Company or Organization ..........
Address

Postcode/Zip .. . . . . . .  Country... . . . . . . . .
Telephone number......

Please indicate the nature of your business or profession. (Circle more than one
if applicable.)

Holographic Gallery/Retailer
Embossed Hologram Manufacturer
Holographics Artist
Commercial Holographer
Optical Equipment Manufacturer/Supplier
Photo Materials Manufacturer/Supplier
Industrial/Scientific Holographer
Academic/Research HolograPher
Advertising/Public Relations
Publishing/Writing
Other (please specify)

Please tell us what you would be interested to read about in Holographics Inter-
national:

I enclose a cheque for t15 or $25 for a year's subscription !
Please invoice me in Pounds Sterling/US Dollars (delete one). !

Which issue would you like to start with?...... (You may start with issue three
but earlier issues can only be obtained as back copies.)

I also require the following back copies at 5/$8 each:
I enclose payment as appropriate/Please invoice me (delete one)

Ifyou would like to receive advertising details, please tick here. n

Don't forget that we are always glad to receive news about exhibitions, new products,

technical developments, etc, in all areas of holography. Put us on your mailing list.
If you know of anyone who has not received a copy of Holographics International

and would like to have one, please enclose their name and address.

(a)

o)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

G)
(h)
(i)
0)
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1Jl
A.H. PRISMATIC

New England House, New England Street 285 West Broadway

Pictured above: Floor Standing Unit displaying Film Holograms, Laser Jewellery, Laser Discs,
Laser Spex, Hologram Jigsaws, Stickers and Boxes.

All enquiries (excluding U.S.A.) to:
A. H. PRISMATIC LTD.

Brighton, Sussex BN1 4GH. England
Tel: (0273) 686966
Telex:877668 PRISM G

Enouiries in the U.S.A. to:
A. H. PRISMATIC INC.

New York, New York 1 0013. U.S.A.
Tel: (212) 219O4r',O
Telex: 6973539 PRISM NY

I

A.H. PRISMATIC
presents the

HOLOGRAM CENTRE
A Captivating In-Store Display for All Our Merchandise

The Best Products . . . The Best Designs The Best Packaging The Best Prices
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